
One TopAnchor® quilting tool does it!  
 

 Templates rotate around stationary anchor post  
 All work is done on top of the quilt directly in the stitching area 
 Nothing under the quilt to hinder stitching operation  
 Work completely at front of machine 
 No additional templates or tools required 
 Move template around and fasten in different areas to put designs just 

where you want them 
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Look for TopAnchor Quilting  

on youTube and Facebook 
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Feather Wreath Instructions  
 

Open the foot pathway of the 
template by pushing the puzzle piece 
down and out of place. Position the 
small round anchor post hole of the 
template over the anchor post. Rotate 
gently to make sure it moves easily 
back and forth without putting stress 
on the anchor post or fabric.  

Move hopping foot into position 
inside one of the vanes. Lift the front 
edge of the template and slide the 
puzzle piece into place underneath. 
[Hint: Align the straight edge 
between the two open vanes and the 
template will easily drop into place 
over the puzzle piece.]   

Bring up thread and tie off.  

 

Move foot or template until they 
touch.  

Stitch around inside of vane and stop 
in small end with needle down.  

Rotate template until dotted lines on 
template line up with previous 
stitching.  

Stitch as before around inside of 
vane; stitch over previous stitching 
and stop at small end. Rotate 
template.  

Continue around entire wreath. 
Adjust last vane if needed to fill 
space. 

Move template as necessary to create 
patterns over other areas of the fabric. 

Longarm:  Use with extended base ruler table 

Figure 2 

Figure 1  

Directions for using anchor post, 

stabilizing  pin and wafer 

Hold anchor post with the prong pointing down 

to the fabric (Figure 1). Lower post, piercing fabric with prong (does 

not need to go through all layers). 

 

 

Gently rotate rear edge of anchor post back a little further than level, 

then bring back up to level and pull slightly forward in a scooping 

motion to seat prong (Figure 2).  

 

 

The prong will be seated in the fabric underneath the post with the 

point of prong visible on top of fabric.  

Insert stabilizing pin into fabric under anchor post prong, and then back 

up to top of fabric (see photo above). Both ends of stabilizing pin will 

be on top of fabric.   

Adjust so that both ends of pin will be covered by the template and are 

away from hopping foot and needle. 

Slide the wafer under  
the anchor post 

 and over the pins.   
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Stop with needle down  
in the small end of the vane.  

Rotate template until it 
stops, lining up the dotted 
lines on the template with 

previous stitching. 

Align the straight edge 
between the two open 
vanes and the template 

will easily drop into place 
over the puzzle piece. 


